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 There are many kinds of robots and among them the wheeled mobile robots 
(WMR) stand out, because they are relatively cheap and easy to build. These 
features make WMRs the test prototypes for control strategies or motion 
generation. In general, the controllers developed are based on sensory schemes 
that give an WMR the ability to travel through flat or obstructed environments. 
However, these strategies are highly reactive, i.e. they are based on the control-
action scheme and are not adaptive; or, they are motion schemes built from 
simulations that assume the environmental conditions to determine the robot's 
path. In both cases, WMRs do not adapt perfectly to the change of 
environment, since the controller does not find appropriate movements for the 
robot to move from one point to another. Therefore, this article proposesa 
partial solution to this problem, with a controller that generates sets of adaptive 
movements for an WMR to travel around its environment from the sensory 
perception information. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A robot is basically a system that performs one or more tasks automatically, which increases the level 
of precision and accuracy that a human being achieves when performing high-risk, heavy or repetitive 
activities. For example, virtual assistants that help online users or robotic manipulators that perform welding 
tasks in automotive manufacturing lines [1-4]. As can be seen, the robot definition is not only applied to designate 
prototypes with mechanical and electrical parts, but also to designate virtual prototypes that have a digital 
representation or are available in computer systems. Therefore, there is many robots and ways to classify them, such 
as mobile robots that are transport machines with a certain degree of autonomy and locomotion to travel around their 
environment [3, 5, 6].  
Wheeled mobile robots (WMR) are a case of a mobile robot and have advantages such as; the ease of 
physical implementation or the ability to travel long distances in a short time. The ease of implementation has 
increased the mass of this type of robot and the frequency in industrial or research applications (e.g. the “Mars 
Exploration Rover” used in space missions) [6-8]. Another feature of WMRs is that they incorporate groups of 
instruments, sensors or accessories to interact with their environment, which attempts to reduce or eliminate 
human intervention and increase the level of autonomy during the execution of certain tasks. Although  
the autonomy level of an WMR is high enough to solve a problem, there are electrical (energy supply), 
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mechanical (repair or replacement of parts), computer (generation of control instructions) or electromechanical 
(integration of components) limitations that do not allow it to achieve this capacity in its entirety [9, 10].  
Some proposals that achieve a certain level of autonomy of an WMR are related to the capacities to 
perceive, shape, plan and act, which have been worked on from different points of view. One of these proposals 
is the reactive scheme based on perception and action, i.e. the WMR implements a sensor that, on receiving  
a stimulus from the environment, modifies the state of the actuators. Although this scheme reduces  
the processing speed of the robot controller (it requires few resources to operate), it limits the amount of 
movements of the actuators because they are reduced to the indications given at the time of generating  
the controller [11-13]. 
Increasing the number of motions available on an WMR controller is not a simple task, since increasing 
the robustness of the controller reduces the robot's operating speed when performing a task. Therefore, motion 
and control schemes have been widely studied and there are remote or local implementation algorithms for 
operating an WMR. Some of the most used algorithms currently are the route mapping algorithms, machine vision 
algorithms and local operation algorithms. First, there are the routing algorithms that from a defined environment 
create a sequence of instructions that are sent to the robot, to go from one place to another. In second place, there 
are the machine vision algorithms that by means of an image processing algorithm determine the location of 
obstacles so that the robot avoids them with the advantage that the environment can be partially known.  Finally, 
the local operation algorithms are operating routines that are implemented directly on the robot controller and 
depend on the response of the sensors to the environment [12-14]. 
In summary, the range and speed of response of an WMR depends on the robustness of the controller. 
However, the efficiency of a controller is a subject under study, since, current controllers are subject to 
variables that limit the amount of movement of the actuators and the ability to explore their environment. 
Therefore, this article proposes a control strategy for WMR that generates instruction libraries without a defined 
depth using an optimization algorithm so that the robot performs movements in an adaptive way.  The algorithm 
developed and the results obtained are reported in the following sections, which are organized as follows: 
section 2 describes the concepts required to understand the functioning of the algorithm, section 3 presents the 
proposed algorithm and describes its operation. Finally, section 4 presents the results obtained. 
 
 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS  
The WMR controller proposed in this article codes the movements of the actuators of a unicycle robot 
using the ROS (robot operating system) language, from the motion sets built using an optimization algorithm 
in a simulator set up for that purpose. These concepts are explained in detail in this section. 
 
2.1.  Unicycle robot  
The combination of different types of wheels or their location within the structure of an WMR changes 
the kinematics of the robot, so they have been grouped in different ways. Although the functionality of  
the WMR allows it to be classified according to its specialty (e.g., search or rescue), the arrangement of its 
wheels is the most common form of classification, since it differentiates robots with respect to their 
maneuverability, and among them are: omnidirectional, unicycles, tricycles and quadricycles [9-13]. 
Omnidirectional robots have a greater number of degrees of freedom (number of axes in which  
a movement is made) than other types of robot, since they move in almost any direction without the need to  
re-orient themselves when they are going to rotate. Unicycles have a simple kinematics; their structure is 
composed of two fixed wheels aligned on the same axis and a support wheel that allows them to turn on  
the turning axis of the platform as shown in Figure 1. Then there are the tricycles and quadricycles that incorporate 
three or four wheels (respectively) in their structure trying to keep the center of gravity in the center of the structure 
when increasing the robot speed. In this case, the TurtleBot unicycle robot was used, which consists of a modular 
chassis to place electronic components, such as: control cards, cameras, sensors or accessories. In addition,  
the controller of this robot interprets ROS locally, which allows the user to use a standard language form to control 
the robot movements [15]. 
On the one hand, the robotic operating system or ROS is a standardized work environment for 
developing applications for robots and implements some basic services that contemplate: the abstraction of  
the hardware, the control systems, the way of communication and the transmission of messages between  
the robot and the controller. This environment is based on networks where the processor receives, sends and 
multiplexes the messages from the sensors, actuators and states of the platform. Furthermore, it is entirely free 
and can be implemented in a UNIX operating system (e.g. Ubuntu) [16, 17]. 
On the other hand, the TurtleBot generates motion schemes from an absolute reference system, which 
indicates that finding a robot position is equivalent to finding a coordinate with translation and rotation components 
[ x, y, θ ]. This means that the robot has three degrees of freedom, shown in Figure 2 (a). Also, the position and 
orientation of the robot is determined using a technique called odo-metry, which achieves it through a partial time 
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integration of movements [15-17]. One of the advantages of odo-metry is that it is simple, easily implemented and 
requires relatively few computational resources, which allows for an increase in the sampling time to determine the 
orientation of the mobile. However, the margin of error increases as the wheels wear or slide, so periodic 
calibrations are required. This means that the relative orientation of the robot depends on the speed of the wheels, 
which when rotating at the same speed do not generate a variation in position and when increasing the speed in one 
of them also does it the tendency towards a direction, as shown in Figure 2 (b) [18].  
 
 
 
  
(a) (b) 
 
Figure 1. TurtleBot mobile robot; (a) font view, and (b) bottom view 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
 
Figure 2. TurtleBot reference frames; (a) reference system, and (b) variablea involved in a turn 
 
 
More specifically, to determine the robot position, mathematical transformations based on the robot 
reference frames are used, where the path of wheel 1 and 2 are represented by (1), the form of the average path 
by (2) and the orientation by is constructed by subtracting two coordinates and taking into account the wheel 
spacing in (3) [19]. It is worth noting that there are other ways to determine the orientation of a robot, such as; 
measurement with a GPS, digital goniometers or gyroscopes. However, the scheme implemented by ROS for 
the handling of the TurtleBot is based on the odo-metric technique and thus determines an orientation and 
relative position [20]. This information is relevant for the generation of the controller using an optimization 
algorithm, which is described in the following section. 
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2.2.  Optimization algorithm 
An optimization algorithm is a technique that, when implemented in a software, finds approximate 
values to an optimal value. Usually, this value can be the largest or the smallest of a set of values and to find it 
the algorithm performs a series of iterations that alter the input values according to an aptitude value. Where, 
the proficiency value represents the performance of the variable when modifying the input variables 
(individual) of the function [21, 22]. 
 
 
 
a) Reference system b) Variables involved in a turn 
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A case of optimization algorithms is genetic algorithms (GA), which iteratively updates a population 
of individuals to select the best among them. In a similar way to natural selection, GA implement selection, 
crossing and mutation methods, which from an aptitude value assigned to everyone determine whether it 
survives when updating the population (generational change) [23]. GAs are very versatile tools and can be 
adapted to almost any need, so there are many varieties and classes. In its simplest form is the conventional 
GA that has no restrictions on the application of selection, crossing and mutation operations, and a variant of 
its computational implementation converts individuals into binary numbers to facilitate crossing and mutation 
operations (Algorithm 1) [24-27]. 
 
Algorithm 1. Conventional genetic algorithm 
i=0 
P0=0 
While i < condition of termination do 
           𝑓 ← 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑃0) 
           𝑃1 ← 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑃0, 𝑓) 
           𝑃1 ← 𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑃1, 𝑓) 
           𝑃1 ← 𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑃1) 
           𝑖 + + 
 
Selection operators rank individuals based on their skill value, including roulette and tournament 
methods. First, the roulette method assigns everyone a probability value based on his or her skill value, i.e.  
a probability distribution is constructed by adding up all the skill values of the individuals and dividing them 
by that result. Then the method generates and searches for the individual with the closest probability, to that of 
a randomly generated number. Secondly, the tournament method selects four individuals at random and 
compares their skill value, among them it selects two and from the two resultants it selects one.  
The binary crossing operator takes two individuals from the population, codes them into a binary 
number and cuts their resulting binary strings at a random point and recombines them to generate two new 
individuals, see Figure 3 (a). Similarly, the mutation operator selects an individual, converts it into a binary 
number and changes the value of a bit, see Figure 3 (b). The proposed controller builds motion sets using  
a modified GA, in which the number of crossing operators is increased and together with the mutation operator 
they are selected with a predefined threshold value. These values and the implementation of the modified GA 
are described in detail in the following section. 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
 
Figure 3. Genetic operators; (a) crossing operator, and (b) mutation operator 
 
 
3. DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION 
Initially, the controller generates a set of 20 individuals, which are sets of parameters coded in ROS 
language that allow the robot to execute movement routines, where, the suitability value is the distance the 
robot travels with the indications given by the individual during 10 seconds, see Figure 4 (a). Each set of 
parameters is composed by groups of up to 5 components (generated at random), that can be forward 
movements (duration between 0 and 5 s), backward movements (duration between 1 and 5 s) and turning 
(between − π and π), see Figure 4 (b). 
Like the conventional GA, the selection method incorporated in this version of the GA is tournament 
and the selection in each phase is made following a Bernulli distribution, shown in Figure 5. That is, everyone 
has a fifty percent (50%) chance of advancing to the next phase. In addition, this method is complemented by 
the selection and crossing methods, since thresholds were set for the algorithm to select among the genetic 
operators of crossing and mutation.  
On the one hand, there are three options for selecting a genetic cross operator. The first option shown 
in Figure 6 (a), the combination of characteristics between two randomly selected individuals. The second 
shown in Figure 6 (b), the combination of similar parameters (if any) between individuals, e.g. if both 
individuals have the turn attribute their turn angles are exchanged. The third shown in Figure 6 (c), operator 
simply reverses the components of a selected individual. On the other hand, the genetic mutation operator is 
simpler, see Figure 6 (d), since it changes an individual in the population for a new one. 
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(a) (b) 
 
Figure 4. General diagram of an individual; (a) composition of an individual and the population, and  
(b) view of the parameters to be evaluated and calculation of the suitability value 
 
 
  
(a) (b) 
 
Figure 5. Functional diagrams of an individual's assessment method and selection method;  
(a) individual assessment scheme, and (b) representation of the selection method 
 
 
  
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
  
(c) (d) 
 
Figure 6. Genetic cross and mutation operators; (a) genetic crossing operator 1,  
(b) genetic crossing operator 2, (c) genetic crossing operator 3, and (d) genetic crossing operator 4 
 
 
Genetic crossing and mutation operators are combined with a conventional GA, which incorporates  
a fixed threshold for the selection of each individual operator. That is, in each iteration of the modified GA  
the execution of an operator depends on a random number that follows a uniform distribution. It should be 
noted that when an individual is evaluated, the execution of the modified GA is stopped until the simulator 
responds with a value for the distance travelled (Algorithm 2). 
 
Algorithm 2. Modified genetic algorithm 
Function Genetic algorithm () 
   P0[20][5] =initial population; 
   Generations=0; 
   P0←Generate 20 individuals at random; 
   While Generations<Termination condition do 
      d←Evaluate (P0) 
      P1←Tournament (P0, d) 
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      S~U [0,1] 
      If S< 0.25 then 
          P1←Crossing operator 1(P1) 
      Else If S>=0.25 and S<0. 5 then 
          P1←Crossing operator 2 (P1) 
      Else If S>=0.5 and S<0. 75 then 
          P1←Crossing operator 3 (P1) 
      Else  
          P1←Mutation Operator (P1) 
     P0←P1 
     Generations++ 
 
Function Evaluation (P) 
 T←0 
 Establishing a connection with the virtual machine 
 If T<20 then 
      Encode Individual with ROS tags (P0[T] [1:5]) 
      p_1=read current position () 
      Send motion parameters to the simulator (P0[T] [1:5])  
      Wait 10 seconds 
      p_2=read current position () 
      d[T]=|p_1-p_2 | 
      T++ 
 Return d 
 
In order to evaluate the performance of the modified GA, an implementation of the conventional GA 
was carried out. This implementation was done according to Algorithm 1, where the selection method is 
roulette and the cross and mutation operator is presented in Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (d) respectively. In both 
cases, the test environment is the working space of the gazebo simulator and the main objective of the TurtleBot 
is to travel the greatest distance possible, in a flat environment with and without obstacles, see Figure 7. This 
workspace is installed in a virtual machine with LINUX operating system, which ran on a computer with 
WINDOWS 10 operating system, an Intel inside TM core i3 processor, 8Gbs of RAM memory and a 240Gbs 
hard disk. 
 
 
  
(a) (b) 
 
Figure 7. Test scenarios; (a) unobstructed environment, and (b) obstacle environment 
 
 
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The AGs mentioned in section 2 and section 3 carried out 1000 aptitude value evaluations over 50 algorithm 
runs. That is, each algorithm had a generational change over 50 generations in both scenarios. In the unobstructed 
environment, the information collected allowed the construction of the graphs shown in Figure 8 that show  
the standard deviation, the average, the best and the worst with respect to the distance traveled. In the environment 
with obstacles, the information collected allowed the construction of the graphs in Figure 9, where the behavior of 
the robot when trying to avoid obstacles and travel through its environment during a conventional and modified GA 
execution respectively is presented. Considering that 50 GA runs were performed in the obstacle environment,  
the best suitability value found by each algorithm is presented in Table 1. Finally, the interpretation of the results 
obtained is presented in the following section. 
 
 
Table 1. Best fit value found in the obstacle environment by both GA 
 Conventional GA Modified GA 
Distance travelled [cm] 43.12 ± 5.76 35.15 ± 6.88 
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(a) (b) 
 
Figure 8. Trend of conventional and modified GA in an unhindered environment;  
(a) conventional GA (X50), and (b) modified GA (X50) 
 
 
  
(a) (b) 
 
Figure 9. Trend of conventional and modified GA in a hindered environment;  
(a) conventional GA, and (b) modified GA 
 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The conventional GA is versatile enough to adapt to the needs of each situation, which indicates that 
this type of optimization algorithms is not exclusively used for the solution of complex mathematical problems. 
As shown in Figure 4 (b) the function to be optimized has only one arithmetic operator and depends on two 
values to fix the aptitude value of an individual, which indicates that determining an aptitude value can be 
achieved from simple mathematical transformations. In addition, this type of transformation requires a low 
computational cost, which gives the user the flexibility to implement it in a conventional desktop computer. 
The graphs in Figure 8 show that both GAs find individuals that allow the robot to travel up to 50 cm 
in a straight line, which indicates that during the evolution the turning and backward movements disappear. 
Although, both GA find relatively good configurations of individuals, in conventional GA it has a lower speed 
of convergence, since, the mutation operator makes very strong changes to the population increasing in 
convergence time. However, by limiting the effect of the mutation operator on the modified GA, the effect of 
the mutation operator is reduced and so is the convergence time. In addition, increasing the number of crossing 
operators takes advantage of the characteristics of good individuals in the population. 
The graphs in Figure 9 were not made in a similar way to the unobstructed environment, as the robot 
makes random movements when it encounters an obstacle, which does not allow a convergence of the 
proficiency value. As shown in the lower part of the graph, sometimes the proficiency value is less than  
10 cm which means that the robot is trapped or cannot avoid the obstacle for a certain time. However, when 
dodging the obstacle, the aptitude value increases rapidly, which leads both GAs to follow that path and thus 
the robot travels through much of the environment. Although, the same characteristics of Figure 8 were not 
measured, Table 1 was constructed showing the best individual found by both GA, of which the modified GA 
found some partially better ones. 
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